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To whom it may concern, 

On December 13, 2017 I was stopped by the Kansas Highway Patrol and incurred numerous violations. 

These violations were presented as if to a commercial carrier, which I am not, and the violations were 

commercial DOT violations. I am not a commercial carrier, I am not involved in transport of any sort. I 

am a mechanic, I own a shop and I only work with car engines. I am recently married and need a vehicle 

for my wife and her son. Upon hearing of the recent hurricane damaged cars in Texas, I searched for and 

bought two to fix for my family. I do not even have a truck myself and so I borrowed a truck from my 

neighbor. He loaned me his old 98 Dodge Ram so that I could go and pick up the two cars I had 

purchased. I took my young son in law to help me navigate as it was a long way to Texas for me as I have 

no experience with such long driving out of state. I picked up the vehicles in Texas and was on my way 

home when the stop, inspection and subsequent infractions occurred. The truck in question, as has 

already been stated, was not being used in any professional or commercial capacity so I do not 

understand how I can incur DOT violations. It was being used by me personally to transport personal 

possessions. As for the significant fine from the violations, I cannot afford to pay such large sums and as 

explained do not believe I am liable for these infractions in the first place. Please help me settle this in 

whatever lawful manner possible. Thank you very much. 

Respectfully, Petr Kharabora \=>� 
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